
 

Local entrepreneurship is a driver for greater opportunity. Entrepreneurs for Entrepreneurs - 
OVO for short - strengthens sustainable entrepreneurship in Africa. And seeks Belgian  
entrepreneurs, companies and investors who support these projects with expertise and  
resources. 

Become Matchmakers at OVO 

Volunteering with Impact

Entrepreneurs for Entrepreneurs - OVO for short - supports sustainable entrepreneur-

ship in Africa in various ways:

We select African scale-ups with a social and environmental impact and introduce them to 

Belgian companies and entrepreneurs. They can support African initiatives with resources  

or expertise.

We also collaborate with six NGOs recognized by the Belgian government. These 

organizations must contribute at least 20% of their necessary project budgets themselves.  

In this regard, OVO contributes by presenting its projects to potential donors.

With the matchmaking team, we bridge the gap between the projects and funding.

What does the matchmaker-volunteer commitment entail?

OVO is surrounded by a highly motivated team of matchmakers: well-networked volunteers 

who are dedicated to raising funds from companies. They contact, visit, and inform Belgian 

companies about how OVO works, and they connect entrepreneurs with initiatives in low- and 

middle-income countries.

Our ideal matchmaker

• Enthusiastically conveys the OVO story to interested business leaders and professionals.

• Is communicative, inspiring, and persuasive.

• Has a business network interested in corporate social responsibility in Africa.

• Has the time to build relationships, raise funds, and a sense of initiative.

• Works autonomously but also consults with other consultants and experts within OVO.

For your commitment

• You will benefit from training courses, workshops, and conferences.

• You will be part of an extensive network of companies, NGOs, and volunteers/experts.

• You will receive professional support from a small core of permanent staff.

• You will be a member of a community with a passion for creating a better world.

Find out more about us

Understand the OVO approach in 3’

     Contact: karen.peersman@ovo.be

Become 
Matchmaker

Ondernemers voor Ondernemers - OVO
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